Expression, Purification, and Crystallization of the Transient Receptor Potential Channel TRPV6.
Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels are polymodal sensory transducers that respond to chemicals, temperature, mechanical stress, and membrane voltage and are involved in vision, taste, olfaction, hearing, touch, thermal perception, and nociception. TRP channels are implicated in numerous devastating diseases, including various forms of cancer, and represent important drug targets. The large sizes, low expression levels, and conformational dynamics of TRP channels make them challenging targets for structural biology. Here, we present the methodology used in structural studies of TRPV6, a TRP channel that is highly selective for calcium and mediates Ca2+ uptake in epithelial tissues. We provide a protocol for the expression, purification, and crystallization of TRPV6. Similar approaches can be used to determine crystal structures of other membrane proteins, including different members of the TRP channel family.